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Abstract
Introduction Whole-exome sequencing (WES) has
identified de novo variants in chromatin remodelling
genes in patients with neurodevelopmental disorders
(NDD). We report on a novel genetic discovery in
chromatin remodelling in patients with NDD who also
have corpus callosum (CC) anomalies.
Objective To discover novel genes linked to both CC
anomalies and NDD.
Methods Clinical WES was performed for evaluation
of NDD, identifying five patients with de novo variants
in SUPT16H, a subunit of the FACT (facilitates chromatin
transcription) complex. The clinical phenotypes, genetic
results and brain MRIs were obtained and systematically
reviewed. In silico protein function predictions were
assessed and allele frequencies in control populations
were compared.
Results We identified four patients with de novo
missense variants in SUPT16H and one patient with a
de novo deletion including SUPT16H. These variants
were not reported in the updated Genome Aggregation
Database. When assayable, all protein products
were predicted to be damaging. Symptoms included
intellectual disability, autistic features, minor dysmorphic
features and seizures. Anomalies of the CC were seen in
all three patients with available brain imaging.
Conclusion Our findings implicate the gene SUPT16H
in a novel disorder characterised by neurodevelopmental
deficits and CC anomalies.
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Corpus callosum (CC) anomalies are relatively
common, seen in as many as 5% of children with
neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD).1 Whole-
exome sequencing (WES) studies have identified
many genes with pathogenic de novo variants in
children with NDD and suggest this approach will
be informative for patients with CC anomalies.
NDD-associated genes are found in transcription
regulation and chromatin remodelling pathways.2 3
To understand the biology of disorders of CC
development, WES and CNV data were analysed
from clinical and research genetics of CC anomalies.4 Using similar approaches, we previously identified novel genes such as RERE, AKT3, ZBTB18
(ZNF238), DISC1, KIF1A and NF1A.5–9 We have
now identified a cohort of individuals with de

novo variants in the gene SUPT16H, encoding a
subunit of the FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription) complex, a histone chaperone complex
that regulates DNA replication, transcription and
DNA repair. In our cohort, neurobehavioural challenges were prominent, including global developmental delay (GDD), autistic features and epilepsy.
CC anomalies were noted in the three patients for
whom brain MRIs were available for review. These
consistent features in individuals with SUPT16H
de novo variants point to a novel CC dysgenesis
disorder.

Methods

To investigate the cause of NDD, clinical WES
and CNV analysis were performed. We recruited
five patients who had de novo SUPT16H variants.
Patients 1 and 5 were initially recruited through
the University of California, San Francisco Brain
Development Research Program (brain.ucsf.edu).
Patients 2, 3 and 4 were identified through GeneMatcher.10 The clinical phenotypes of these individuals and their genetic information were determined
through record review. Three patients had available
brain MRIs, which were systematically evaluated
by a paediatric neuroradiologist, as previously
described.11 In silico pathogenicity predictions were
assessed using CAAD score (Combined Annotation
Dependent Depletion), MutationTaster, SIFT and
PolyPhen-2. Allele frequencies in control populations were compared with the Genome Aggregation
Database (gnomAD).

Results
Patients

Detailed clinical features and identified genetic variants in our cohort are described and summarised in
table 1. Representative brain imaging findings of
the patients and a schematic of the protein encoded
by SUPT16H are shown in figure 1.
Patient 1 is an 8-year-old girl born at term via
planned caesarean section to a non-consanguineous
couple following an uncomplicated pregnancy. Her
birth weight was 3629 g (67th percentile), length
was 51 cm (69th percentile) and head circumference was 35 cm (54th percentile). Her 4-
day
neonatal hospital course was complicated by thick
meconium, pneumothorax and respiratory distress.
Over time, she was noted to have GDD: sitting at
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Short report
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Clinical and genetic findings in patients with SUPT16H variants
1

2

3

4

SUPT16H-r elated variants

c.2200 C>T (p.R734W)

c.1712A>G (p.N571S)

c.1295T>C (p.L432P)

c.484A>G (p.I162V)

5
2.05 Mb chr14q.11.2 del

Variant type

Missense

Missense

Missense

Missense

Deletion

Inheritance

De novo

De novo

De novo

De novo

De novo

Polyphen-2

Probably damaging

Probably damaging

Probably damaging

Benign

NA

Polyphen-2 score

0.998

1

0.997

0

NA

SIFT

Damaging

Damaging

Damaging

Tolerated

NA

SIFT score

0

0.04

0.01

1

NA

MutationTaster

Disease-causing

Disease-causing

Disease-causing

Disease-causing

NA

CAAD raw score

3.92263

3.773879

4.03

1.051617

NA

CAAD PHRED score

27.3

26.3

28.3

13.61

NA

Alleles in updated gnomAD

None

None

None

None

NA

Other variants

~336 kb 20q13.2
microdeletion—paternally
inherited

–

4q13.3 microduplication— –
maternally inherited

30.17 Mb 18p11.32q12.1dup

Sex

Female

Male

Male

Female

Female

Age (years)

8

12

5

2

14

Gross motor delay

+

+

+

+

+

Speech

Non-v erbal

Non-verbal

Speech delay

Speech delay

Non-verbal

Cognitive delay/intellectual
disability

Severe

Severe

Mild-moderate

Mild-moderate

Severe

Autistic features

+

+

−

Not assessed

−

Seizures

−

−

−

Simple partial

Complex partial

Spine

Spina bifida, tethered cord

−

−

−

Scoliosis

Sleep disturbance

+

+

−

−

+

Callosal anomalies

Thin CC

NA

NA

Thin CC

Partial ACC (absent posterior
body and splenium)

Decreased white matter
volume

+

NA

NA

+

+

Head

Frontal bossing,
dolichocephaly

−

−

Plagiocephaly

Tall forehead, frontal bossing

Eye

Hypertelorism, epicanthal
folds

Down-slanting palpebral
fissures

Strabismus

−

Hypertelorism, down-slanting
palpebral fissures

Ear

Thick helices, slightly
posteriorly rotated and
low-set

−

−

Cupped, dysplastic ears

Dysplastic ears

Nose

−

Broad nasal bridge

−

−

Wide nasal bridge and tip

Mouth

−

Bifid uvula, prominent
cupid’s bow

−

−

Small mouth with full lips

Other findings

−

Tapered fingers

−

Right facial palsy

−

Precocious puberty

−

+

−

−

+

Congenital heart defects

−

−

−

+

+

Gastrointestinal

Constipation

History of feeding
difficulties

−

G-tube placement

Constipation, GERD,
congenital choledochal cyst/
cholecystectomy, caecostomy
tube placement, ileostomy

Others

Dermatographia

−

Asthma, pyramidal
syndrome

Torticollis, hydronephrosis,
mixed hearing loss

SOD, HGH deficiency, CVID

ACC, agenesis of the corpus callosum; CC, corpus callosum; CIVD, common variable immunodeficiency; GERD, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease;gnomAD, Genome Aggregation
Database; HGH, human growth hormone;NA, not applicable; PHRED, combined annotation dependent depletion, Phil's read editor ; SOD, septo-optic dysplasia.

10 months, walking at 29 months and no language acquisition by
3 years. Brain (figure 1C) and spine MRI at 7 months reported
a thin CC with a dysmorphic splenium, diminished supratentorial white matter volume (although less reduction than the CC),
fatty filum at L5–S1 with spina bifida and tethered cord. She
had early accelerated head growth that returned to normal in
ensuing months. She was also noted to have sleep disturbance not
further specified. At her last evaluation at 5 years of age, growth
parameters included weight of 21.3 kg (68th percentile), height
of 113 cm (48th percentile) and head circumference of 52.5 cm
2

(94th percentile). Physical exam revealed dolichocephaly, frontal
bossing, hypertelorism, bilateral epicanthal folds, thickened
helices and slightly posteriorly rotated and low-set ears, and
dermatographia. In terms of development, she was only able
to follow simple two-step directives and walk independently.
In terms of her behaviour, she made no eye contact and had
repetitive obsessions with very minimal language. A microarray
revealed a 336 kb deletion at 20q13.2 inherited from her
asymptomatic father. WES revealed a de novo [NM_007192.3]
c.2200C<T, p.(Arg734Trp) missense variant in SUPT16H.
Bina R, et al. J Med Genet 2020;0:1–5. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106193
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Table 1
Patient

Novel disease loci

Patient 2 is a 12-year-old boy born at 36 weeks’ gestation via
caesarean section with a birth weight of 2460 g (27th percentile)
to a non-consanguineous couple complicated by maternal pre-
eclampsia. His neonatal course included difficulties feeding and
sucking, initially requiring nasogastric tube feeds. He was then
diagnosed with GDD, walking at 24 months and had minimal
language development that subsequently regressed. Later he
was noted to have intellectual disability, autistic-like behaviours
and sleeping difficulties. His craniofacial features included
bifid uvula, broad nasal bridge, slight down-slanting palpebral
fissures, marked cupid’s bow with abrupt stop of the upper and
lower vermillion borders laterally, and tapered fingers. Brain
MRI performed at 2.5 years indicated increased extra-
axial
fluid and prominent sulci, consistent with cerebral atrophy.
However, images were not available for our review. The last
clinical evaluation at 8 years of age revealed precocious puberty
and growth parameters including a head circumference of 56 cm
(95th percentile) and length of 142 cm (99th percentile). His
diagnostic work-up included a negative microarray and negative methylation-sensitive MLPA (Multiplex Ligation-dependent
Probe Amplification) testing for Angelman syndrome. WES
revealed a de novo [NM_007192.3] c.1712A>G, p.(Asn571Ser)
missense variant in SUPT16H.
Patient 3 is a 5-year-old boy born at 38 weeks’ gestation via
vaginal delivery with a birth weight of 4020 g (>90th percentile;
50th percentile for 1 month of age) to a non-consanguineous
couple. Pregnancy was complicated by gestational diabetes. A
mild pyramidal syndrome was confirmed. He presented with
GDD with delays in walking (18 months), speech and cognition.
He was also noted to have mild strabismus and asthma. Brain
MRI was not available for our review. Chromosomal microarray
showed a 4q13.3 microduplication which was inherited from his
healthy mother. Metabolic screening was normal. WES revealed
a de novo c.1295T>C, p.(Leu432Pro) missense variant in
SUPT16H.
Patient 4 is a 2-
year-
old girl born to non-
consanguineous
parents at 36 weeks’ gestation via vaginal delivery in the setting
of premature rupture of membranes. The pregnancy was
notable for abnormal ultrasound findings of a two-vessel cord
and congenital heart defect. Her birth weight was 2353 g (28th
Bina R, et al. J Med Genet 2020;0:1–5. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106193

percentile), length was 46 cm (39th percentile) and head circumference was 30 cm (5th percentile).
Postnatal echocardiogram revealed an atrioventricular canal
defect, ventricular septal defect, coarctation of the aorta, patent
ductus arteriosus and atrial septal defect. A head ultrasound in
infancy was notable for partial agenesis of the CC. A brain MRI
obtained at 13 months of age showed a thin CC (figure 1C). She
was noted to have outer-ear malformations bilaterally (cupped
left ear with a flattened helix; absent superior two-thirds of
the right helix), torticollis, unilateral grade 1 hydronephrosis,
plagiocephaly and right lower facial palsy. Additionally, she
had moderate to severe mixed hearing loss, speech delay, focal
seizures and feeding difficulties requiring G-
tube placement.
At 15 months of age, her height was 73.5 cm (13th percentile),
weight was 9.6 kg (24th percentile) and head circumference was
45 cm (26th percentile). She was taking steps with support and
babbling at that time. Diagnostic work-up included WES which
revealed a de novo [NM_007192.3] c.484A>G, p.(Ile162Val)
missense variant in SUPT16H.
Patient 5 is a 14-year-old girl born at 35 weeks’ gestation with
a birth weight of 1360 g (<1st percentile; 50th percentile for 30
weeks) to non-consanguineous parents via caesarean section due
to fetal distress. She was hospitalised in the neonatal intensive
care unit for 5 weeks due to growth and feeding difficulties, jaundice and cardiac anomalies. Over time, she was found to have
septo-optic dysplasia, intractable complex partial epilepsy and
mild cortical vision impairment. Additionally, she was noted to
have congenital heart defects, neuromuscular scoliosis, common
variable immunodeficiency, cyclical emesis syndrome, choledochal cyst and erosive oesophagitis associated with hiatal hernia.
She was noted to have GDD: sitting at 18 months, walking at
3 years and running at 5. Cognition and language were delayed
with no appreciable words. Brain MRI obtained at 22 months
revealed partial agenesis of the CC with absence of the splenium and inferior genu, and markedly diminished white matter
volume (figure 1C).
Last evaluation at 13 years of age revealed weight of 36.4 kg
(8th percentile), height of 153.8 cm (32nd percentile) and head
circumference of 54 cm (62nd percentile). Craniofacial features
included a tall forehead and frontal bossing, high anterior hair
3
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Figure 1 Molecular and clinical findings in patients with SUPT16H mutations. (A) A schematic model of the FACT complex interacting with the
nucleosome. (B) Diagram of Spt16 protein indicating the location of principal domains and the variants identified. The mutations are grouped according
to their locations on Spt16 domains. (C) Callosal abnormalities in selected patients with SUPT16H changes: (a) T1-weighted sagittal and coronal images
demonstrating a thin corpus callosum and diminished white matter volume in patient 1; (b) T1-weighted sagittal and coronal images demonstrating a
thin corpus callosum and enlarged lateral ventricles in patient 4; (c) T1 sagittal and T2 FLAIR coronal images demonstrating partial agenesis of the corpus
callosum in patient 5. FACT, facilitates chromatin transcription; FLAIR, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery.

Novel disease loci

Discussion

We identified five individuals with NDD with de novo variants in
the chromatin regulator gene, SUPT16H, three of whom had CC
anomalies. All participants had developmental delay, including
speech and cognitive delay, and later a number had intellectual
disability and autistic-like behaviours. All brain MRIs available
for our review showed CC anomalies. Most patients had minor
slanting
dysmorphic features including tall forehead, down-
palpebral fissures, ear anomalies and broad nasal bridge. Other
common clinical features included seizures, sleeping difficulties
and precocious puberty (table 1).
Four individuals in our cohort had de novo missense variants
in SUPT16H and one had a de novo 2.05 Mb deletion including
SUPT16H. The variants identified in our study were not previously reported in gnomAD. In silico pathogenicity prediction
tools such as CAAD score, MutationTaster, PolyPhen-2 and SIFT
provided further causal evidence for these variants (table 1).
SUPT16H encodes a subunit of FACT, a heterodimer protein
complex implicated in DNA replication, transcription and
repair12 (figure 1A). The two subunits of FACT, Spt16 and
SSRP1, are both essential for histone regulation.13 Spt16, the
subunit encoded by SUPT16H, interacts with the histone dimer
H2A-
H2B in the nucleosome during transcription, allowing
RNA polymerase access to the previously coiled DNA. Both
subunits of the FACT complex are highly conserved among all
eukaryotes.14 15 As such, the Spt16 protein is predicted to be
highly intolerant to loss-of-function (LoF) variants, with high
probability of loss-of-function intolerance (pLI=1.0), and intolerant for missense mutations, with a calculated Z score of 5.53
for missense variants (exac.broadinstitute.org; Lek et al 201616).
Accordingly, deleterious effects are anticipated from disruptions in SUPT16H, providing further evidence for the role of
SUPT16H in disorders of development. SSRP1, the other component of FACT, is also predicted to be highly intolerant to LoF and
missense variants, respectively (pLI: 1:00; Z score=4.53; e xac.
broadinstitute.org; Lek et al 2016), although a role for SSRP1 in
human disease has yet to be delineated.
No reports prior to this study linked SUPT16H to NDD.
However, microdeletions and duplications of 14q11.2 are
reported to be associated with ID (intellectual disability), ASD
(autism spectrum disorder), macrocephaly and minor dysmorphic features.17–19 For CNV deletions previously reported in this
region, CHD8 and SUPT16H have been proposed as the two
candidate genes (as these two genes were the only ones found in
a minimal critical region in this interval). CHD8 has also been
proposed as a causative candidate gene because de novo point
variations in CHD8 have been linked to both macrocephaly and
ASD.20 21 In contrast, SUPT16H has been considered as a possible
candidate gene because it is adjacent to CHD8 and for the established role of chromatin regulator in NDD. Interestingly, one
of these prior patients with 14q deletions was reported to have
4

CC hypoplasia. Our patient with a 2.05 Mb deletion of 14q11.2
also has a 30.17 Mb copy number gain of 18p11.32q12.1. Of
note, partial trisomy 18p has not been reported in association
with major malformations or complications. Rather, it is often
associated with limited clinical consequence. While we cannot
rule out its contribution to our patient’s phenotype, this patient
notably had other anomalies including partial agenesis of CC.
In our cohort, callosal malformations were a common finding
but macrocephaly was not. Thus, we propose that disruptions
in SUPT16H are sufficient to cause callosal abnormalities, while
disruptions in CHD8 are associated with macrocephaly. As seen
in other disorders of chromatin regulation, developmental delay
and ASD are common associations.
In conclusion, our findings of five individuals with NDD and
CC anomalies implicate de novo variants in SUPT16H as the
cause of their findings and suggest a novel disorder of chromatin
and transcription dysregulation.
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